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1- Today only a shrinking minority of the labor force toils in factories and the labor market is now

dominated by information operative who make their living by virtue of the fact that they possess
the information needed to get things done. “Shrink” means ……………………
1. reduce

2. increase

3. contact

4. negotiate

2- The most common definition of the information society lays emphasis upon spectacular

technological innovation. "Spectacular" means ..........................
1. new

2. executive

3. invaluable

4. magnificent

3- It is possible to distinguish, analytically, at least …………….. definitions of an information society,

each of which present criteria for identifying the new.
1. two

2. three

3. four

4. five

4- The final conception of an information society is perhaps the most easily acknowledged, yet the

least measured. It is ………………….
1. technological

2. cultural

3. economic

4. occupational

5- Which of the following non informational jobs have already been impacted dramatically by the

new technologies?
1. factory operatives

2. lawyers

3. teachers

4. doctors

6- When subject-organized home pages prove inadequate and there is a need to find specific

information on a topic, it is best to use a search engine. “Inadequate” means ………………….
1. not economic

2. not available

3. not sufficient

4. not efficient

7- Lanier and Wilkins encourage librarians to become familiar with Internet resources in order to

…………….. users effectively.
1. measure

2. organize

3. assist

4. classify

8- All of the search engines have some ……………………. system that lists matches in order of the

frequency or relevancy of matched terms.
1. weighting

2. balancing

3. indexing

4. comparing

9- I’m …………….that you will pass the examination this time if you study harder.
1. confidently

2. confident

3. confidence

4. confide

10- Post-coordinate indexing was a diﬀerent retrieval approach developed in 1940s and 1950s to

answer the need for quick access to current and precise topics. “Precise” means ………………….
1. articulate
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2. accurate

3. accumulate
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11- Collections of electronic text are commonly referred to as …………………..
1. fields

2. records

3. search engines

4. databases

12- ………………… occur because either a word is used in a different sense in an article or the query

terms all appear in an article but are not related to each other.
1. False drops

2. Statistical systems

3. Venn diagrams

4. Stop words

13- Inventorying still requires a one-to-one relationship between items and their surrogates.

“Surrogate” means ……………………
1. call number

2. constitute

3. author

4. substitute

14- The bibliographic universe can be managed only through unceasing interaction between

………………………………………...
1. theory and practice

2. human and computer

3. library and users

4. works and their authors

15- ………………………, set to be released in the third quarter of 2009, is a new set of descrip4ve

cataloging rules developed to replace the longstanding Anglo American Cataloguing Rules 2.
1. ISBD

2. FRAD

3. RDA

4. FRBR

16- Automated information retrieval systems are used to reduce what has been called

"………………………..".
1. information behavior

2. information overload

3. information literacy

4. information science

17- ………………………. is the fraction of the documents that are relevant to the query that are

successfully retrieved.
1. F-measure

2. Fall-Out

3. Recall

4. Precision

18- The dean did not accept the ………………… regarding change in the structure of the university’s main

library.
1. proposition

2. propose

3. propositional

4. propositionally

19- A benefit to distributed searching is that the resource-intensive tasks of indexing and storage are

left to the respective servers in the federation. “Respective” means ………………..
1. external

2. corresponding

3. internal

4. opposite

20- A digital library is a type of information ………………… system.
1. dissemination
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2. coding

3. seeking
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21- Aside from the core citation analysis methods, the biggest change in bibliometrics stems ……. the

availability of new significant sources of information about scholarly communication.
1. in

2. on

3. for

4. from

22- One important task for bibliometric practitioners seems to be to convince policy makers of the

importance of commissioning high quality robust indicators. "Robust" means ......................
1. comprehensive

2. expansive

3. strong

4. spiritual

23- ………………….. bibliometrics seeks to assess the impact of scholarly work, usually to compare the

relative scientific contributions of two or more individuals or groups.
1. Relational

2. Evaluative

3. Descriptive

4. Analytical

24- This scenario of networked computers is often compared to the provision of electricity; the

“Information grid” is seen as analogous to the electrical supply.
1. 

2. 



3.  

4.   

25- One of the fundamental factors in the success of a new interface is its user-friendliness.
1. 

2.  

3.  

4.  !

26- OCLC’s Site Search offers libraries the opportunity to use one interface to search local library

databases, any remote databases that are Z39.50 compatible.
1. 

2. "

3. #$

4. %#

27- many searchers assume that every field is being searched, and create queries based on this

assumption.
1. & 

2. ' (

3. ) *

4.  +,

28- Algebraic models represent documents and queries usually as vectors, or matrices.
1. - .

2. / 

3. 010

4. / ,

29- The republication of material on the Web by libraries may require permission from rights holders,

and there is a conflict of interest between them and publishers who may wish to create online
versions of their acquired content for commercial purposes.
1. , 

2.  

3. 

4. 203 *

30- Almost a by-product of the SCI, and later also the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and the Arts and
Humanities Citation Index (AHCI), was the ability to generate easily a range of new statistics.
1. 451
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2. 4/06

3.  7
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